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Chapter 1 : Garlic & Grass :: A Grassroots Journal of America's Political Soul
The Bush brothers kick Katherine Harris to the curb. Harris' maneuvering helped George W. Bush carry Florida, and with
it the presidency. whatever Jeb Bush and the White House do. And if.

To an objective observer, two facts are clear: Gore won the nationwide popular vote, and according to a recent
Miami Herald analysis, he was also in all likelihood the favorite of Florida voters as well. The Florida race, or
even the national race, was a statistical dead heat â€” a tie. There was no clear winner. Factor in the bizarre
antiquated 19th century vote tabulating technology used in much of the US and the wide margin of error
inherent with these machines, and the difficulty of determining a winner was clear. For most Americans, and
for much of the global television audience, however, Bush was always either the presumed "winner" or at the
very least, the likely winner. Al Gore was always seen as trying to either "catch-up" to Bush, or "overturn" the
Bush victory. The Bush claim to victory always had the veneer of legitimacy while the Gore claim effused a
certain stench. This perceived Bush victory, the perception that the horse race finally boiled down to one
stallion breaking through the finish gate, was a network news fabrication. We saw it on TV. The networks
called the election for George W. Bush, projecting him the winner â€” in effect declaring him the President
Elect. Bush is the next president of the United States. The genesis of this call, and in particular the chronology
of the ensuing echos are telling. The story began on election night at 2: Fox News projected George W. Bush
as winner of the Florida primary and the Presidential election. The telling part of this story is that the call was
made by John Ellis, a freelance political advisor contracted by Fox News to head their election night "decision
desk. More than just a cousin in name, Ellis maintains close contact with the Bush brothers. A former
colleague of his at The Boston Globe reports how he stays in regular email contact with his cousin Jeb. Hence
it was not surprise, recently, when Ellis proclaimed, "I am loyal to my cousin I put that loyalty ahead of my
loyalty to anyone else. With a constitutional crisis looming on the horizon, pundits called for Gore, and not
Bush, to be a "patriot" and concede. In a fair count, without shenanigans or election irregularities, the Miami
Herald estimated Gore would have won Florida by 23, votes. The Bush strategy all along was to prevent a
recount and run out the clock â€” which he succeeded in doing, eventually winning the state and the
presidency by a few hundred votes. The strategy only worked because Ellis coronated him the winner. Bush
on election night prior to his making the election call. Even Kovach admitted this was improper. President, to
end up in a position to call the election for the U. The puzzle comes together quickly. Ellis works for Roger
Ailes, the director of Fox News. Ailes also served a stint as producer of the Rush Limbaugh radio show.
Murdoch, whose media empire spans 52 countries with primary investments in Canada, the United States,
Britain and Australia, is one of the largest contributors to the Republican party. The specter of the Ellis, Ailes,
Murdoch team bearing responsibility for the miscall that set in motion a Bush team victory script with George
W. It is not, however, out of place, given recent events in Florida. It was Harris who used her position to stifle
a hand recount and who eventually certified an allegedly incomplete vote count. Add to this the specter of
bizarre "butterfly" ballots and imprecise 19th century vote tabulating technology with older counting machines
amassed in minority communities , allegations of police officers harassing Black voters, and the fact that,
under Florida law one third of the adult African-American male population is barred from voting because of
felony convictions resulting from previous run-ins with the aforementioned police, and what we see is an
electoral system more reminiscent of a corrupt third world fiefdom, than a supposed industrial democracy. If
such an election transpired in any other country, the world would condemn it. An earlier article by Dr. Niman
concerning the , African American males disenfranchised from voting in the Florida presidential election was
published in The Challenger. It is available on-line at mediastudy.
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Chapter 2 : The U.S. and Cuba Need More Than Rhetoric - latimes
Katherine Harris also reportedly played "laundry lady" and surrogate for her boss Florida Governor Jeb Bush, and the
Bush family, in huge amounts of illicit funds laundered through another French bank, Banque Paribas.

But more disturbing are the scolds from tepid moderate mainstream journalists who often fail to read their
own newspapers. New York Times columnist Nicholas D. Kristof attacks the film because "Moore hints that
the real reason Bush invaded Afghanistan was to give his cronies a chance to profit by building an oil pipeline
there. Perhaps Kristof, like President Bush, refuses to read. The book Forbidden Truth: Kristof also ignores the
fact that the U. Special Forces as his praetorian guard. Brzezinski calmly outlines a thesis that U. He also says
the American public would not back an attack unless there was a terrorist attack that galvanized public opinion
to seize the foreign oil. Tom Teepen, syndicated columnist for the Cox New Service suggests that "Fahrenheit
is a polemic, not a documentary. Moore could have recited from the U. Teepen belongs to that most despicable
class of columnists known as "coincidence theorists. Moore could have detailed how 20, Gore votes
mysteriously disappeared in Volusia County and were later reinstated. Bush, to be the winner. Bush at least
one million dollars for a speech. Article VI of the Nuremberg Charter defines "Crimes Against Peace" as
"planning, preparation, initiation or waging of war of aggression or war in violation of international treaties. It
is simply the widely discredited Nazi doctrine of "preventive war" that was established by Hitler to claim the
right to attack any country that may pose some possible threat at an unspecific time in the future. Moore
correctly shows that Bath and Bush were both disciplined by the Air National Guard at the same time. Those
who hate this moderate, well-documented film may be most bothered by the actual footage of President Bush.
Bush revealing who he truly is. They are co-authors of George W. Bush Versus the Superpower of Peace
www.
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Chapter 3 : The Bush Family, Florida, And The American CIA - Part 1
Bush versus Chiles: the Florida gubernatorial race: The Bush brothers (W. and Jeb) versus Katherine Harris in Florida:
Mark Foley, pedophilia, and sex crimes.

No other Governor of Florida has ever held that title. Therefore, it has to be removed. I love the US. You are
confusing my critique of the leaders of the US with hate and you are branding it as un-patriotic. A Governor,
in the United States, is not a political leader of a party, he is a fiduciary or trustee. In any case, the issue of
"honourable" is pretty trivial, and surely not what all the above posturing and bad rhetoric is about. I see that
the current favourite as it were is "The formal style of address should always be provided in the introductory
paragraph of the article, but only after the name is provided, and not otherwise prefixed". I prefer the focus on
subtance of the discussion. Truelly, this is typically American. Kindest regards Nobs Nobs01 1 July The
votes were officially left uncounted and the Florida courts were cut out of the picture altogether. This has been
reworded to: In the context of this paragraph is seem irrelevant at best or completely out of place at worse. In
its presentl wording it sounds like an accomplisment, not a criticism. If there is more to this story that justifies
its presence, please expand on it and add it back to the main article. The Tiburon team added a little surprise in
the video demonstration: Jeb burst into laughter because the video shows Jeb tackling George and then Jeb
went for touchdown. The video of the Bush brothers is not available in the retail version. Jeb is a big fan of
football and video games. Am I missing some deeper significance? The churches are nearly the same see page
21 of The Unfinished Nation:
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Chapter 4 : Of Bush, the Harris Rumor and James Bakerâ€™s Junta | Observer
-- The Bush brothers (W. and Jeb) versus Katherine Harris in Florida -- Mark Foley, pedophilia, and sex crimes -- Don
Goldwater for governor in Arizona -- Symmetry and irony. 0.

Reportedly participating in these schemes has been Porter J. Goss, more recently a Congressman R. Also
interwoven with these fraudulent enterprises has been Henry Hyde, Congressman from Chicago suburbs. In
violation of the U. Hyde has reportedly assisted the Bush family in laundering illicit funds through the
Paradise Island Bahamas gambling casino. The Majority Staff Director of the Select Committee, John Millis,
was murdered, and typical of an intelligence "hit", was disguised as an alleged "suicide". Just prior to being
murdered, disgruntled for various reasons, Millis arranged to leak to a certain outspoken independent minded
journalist, lists of CIA proprietary firms, used to disguise CIA dirty tricks. Some of these CIA adjuncts,
privatized for "cover", have been owned, in turn, by Caribbean and European tax havens, where local laws
guarantee absolute secrecy, and where financial enterprises and "shell companies" launder the illicit proceeds
from the dope traffic, weapons smuggling, gold covert traffic, and the sale of nuclear bomb triggers. These
stories, under a Rome dateline, early in December, , mentioned for example, that the Archbishop of Barcelona,
Spain, was accused by Italian authorities of being a kingpin in using the Vatican Bank for these illicit doings,
including the sale of osmium nuclear bomb triggers. Reportedly acting as "laundry lady" and surrogate for
these funds, through Credit Lyonnais, has been Katherine Harris, in recent years Florida Secretary of State. In
her position, she controls and supervises the filing, or reportedly on occasion concealing, corporate data and
corporate charters and annual reports, on the basis of corporations considered domestic to Florida or listed as
"foreign"corporations, actually meaning corporations domiciled elsewhere in the United States. In that
capacity, she has reportedly sought to keep secret records, known however to John Millis, relating to the
"shell" companies operated as part of the massive swindling of her boss, Governor Jeb Bush, his two brothers,
and their father. Katherine Harris also reportedly played "laundry lady" and surrogate for her boss Florida
Governor Jeb Bush, and the Bush family, in huge amounts of illicit funds laundered through another French
bank, Banque Paribas. Katherine Harris has played a key role in the year presidential election mess centered
around Florida. Long-time sources in retirement in the intelligence community, have contended for some time
prior to the year presidential election that it would be orchestrated on a mammoth scale from a prior historical
example as a blueprint. A recent book of Gore Vidal, entitled "", is a reconstructed discussion of the
presidential election mess involving Florida and two contenders for the White House, Samuel J. Tilden and
Rutherford B. Because of complications with the Electoral College and an extremely tight race, a compromise
was necessary by which Hayes became a highly-damaged U. President, called various names of fraud during
his term. Some contend the fine hand of the American CIA is evident in the year election ruckus. Through a
reported computer "glitch", upwards of 65, presidential election ballots "disappeared" in Tennessee, causing
presidential candidate Albert Gore, Jr. Clinton for months prior to the election contended to confidants that he
expected to remain in the White House after the Election and such, by some kind of an emergency? Did
Clinton, early in his career being a CIA darling, have inside information or was he just hallucinating? One of
the major news networks, despite having corroborated much of the foregoing details, has covered up the role
of Florida Secretary of State Katherine Harris in respect to Jeb Bush and his reputed fraudulent enterprises,
and her role in seeking to apparently block counting of questioned election ballots. There is more to this story.
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Chapter 5 : NY Daily News - We are currently unavailable in your region
--The Bush brothers (W. and Jeb) versus Katherine Harris in Florida --Mark Foley, pedophilia, and sex crimes --Don
Goldwater for governor in Arizona --Symmetry and irony. Responsibility: Stephen Marks.

Strangely mellow[ edit ] As is, the article is neutral, but strangely lacking in information at certain key places.
Its stated mission was to influence public policy at the grassroots level. This pattern reappears throughout the
article. This article [9] states that he was not involved Green caterpillar In the same election year, his brother
unseated the incumbent Ann Richards to become governor of Texas. In , having tried to make amends with
black voters and casting himself as more moderate, Bush ran again, in more disciplined fashion, and won
handily. A short comment should be enough. Gov[ edit ] I agree with the hidden note in the article about the
section on lieutenant governors being too long for an article on J. Bush, but if it is left as is, could someone
who actually knows something about the history of Florida politics please clarify " Brogan was reelected to a
second term in with Bush and then resigned If so, that could be stated. Or that he made up his mind after
election but before inauguration? In which case the sentences are out of order, as they imply a chronology. Or
that he changed his mind after inauguration? Also out of order. In any case, can someone provide a reference
to this? I removed that from the article, and broke up that section into two. The section was headed Florida
Cabinet but dealt with other things, also. This is not an article where I want to make changes to content
without discussion. Please reference an article written by Howard L. The significance of her incarcerations is
that they caused her no harm. Prosecutorial deployment of prison snitch Clarence Zacke cost Mr. Dedge 22
years of his life, but cost Gerald Stano his very life. Please reference articles on Jeb Bush allowing the FBI and
municipal police departments to target peace protestors as potential terrorists. Please reference articles that
balance your biography. Was it some PR company working for Jeb? This section is awfull someone should
unlock it and rewrite it. You can see some of his environmental "achievements" on this site: Someone needs to
seriously rewrite this. It is a pure joke in the state in which it is now. The starting line is a serious killer "Bush
signed legislation to protect the Everglades and opposed federal plans to drill for oil off the coast of Florida. In
early October " LOL oh please give me a break! Maybe it was not written by PR company, maybe internt of
his has his hand in this â€”Preceding unsigned comment added by Is the only thing notable about these
persons related to their infractions of the law? I think it is best that we remove these sections because they
have little relation to Jed Bush. What did he do about them etc. Do we include personal information about the
children of most politicians? These are little more than attacks that should be removed. Many people consider
him unintelligent and satirize the opinion see Lil Bush for an example. Perhaps an "In Popular Culture"
section? I think there needs to be a section on criticism or alternative points of view. It is hard to see how it
could be reworded in a less controversial manner. Miguel Recarey[ edit ] I agree with the comment below;
there seems to be a missing paragraph. The paragraph included about Mr. Recarey seems to have been lifted without accreditation - from a Guardian UK article. Recarey online; perhaps a paragraph could be added with
inforamtion, either from the Guardian UK article, or another source, such as the Wall Street Journal, which
covered it, too. No introduction is given as to who he is, and why it is a controversy. Bush and Amar Bajpai
are the only officers. The two also formed Britton Hill Partners. Both companies are based on Coral Gables.
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Chapter 6 : PrimeTime Exclusive: Katherine Harris Interview - ABC News
PRESIDENT BUSH was in Florida yesterday trying one last time to cut the political legs out from under the woman who
helped put him in the White House in Rep. Katherine Harris met the.

It was accomplished in a small county under cover of darkness-or at least beneath the cloak of confusion that
the clash over votes in the larger counties afforded. You might have overlooked it; references to it were buried
in the midst of a long piece on a jump page in the Saturday, Nov. There were no hand-count or hanging-chad
issues here; this was the automatic re-count every Florida county was required to perform the day after the
election because of the closeness of the vote. Gore a nine-vote lead, his lawyers claimed. And why this sudden
last-minute decision to ignore the re-count total? King she could certify either countâ€¦. If it feels good, do it.
Does anyone doubt that if the county board had wanted to add votes for Al Gore, Ms. Harris would have
laughed at a last- minute switch? The late Lars-Erik Nelson characterized the post-election tactics used by Ms.
If you want to know the truth, I blame the Bush campaign for the death of Nelson, one of the best journalists
in America, someone who deserves a posthumous Pulitzer not just for his powerful, skeptical reporting on the
Wen Ho Lee case, but for his consistently brilliant and iconoclastic commentary over the course of a career. A
few hours later, he was found in front of his television set, dead of a stroke. No one will convince me it was
unrelated. And, as the Nassau County episode demonstrates, their willingness to countenance outright theft.
The decks are stacked against a Gore lawsuit to contest the election. Too many statesmen and their pundit
lackeys and nannies will urge Mr. I say pursue the facts, pursue the truth to the bitter end. Some might say that
the more urgent, egregious issue-the one that sealed the Big Steal-was the mob intimidation of the
Miami-Dade counting board. The ignorant army whipped to a frenzy by the demagoguery of the pinstriped
thug, James Baker, and the Austin pinhead in chief, the mob that invaded the Miami re-count site and engaged
in the kind of threatening behavior that may well have changed American history by denying Gore the legally
mandated hand re-count there. House whip Tom DeLay. So yes, the story has moved on from Katherine
Harris-although she briefly returned to center stage on Nov. And perhaps a new phenomenon-makeup-ist. As
if a failure to be styled by Kevin Aucoin disqualifies one from being taken seriously when often the opposite
is true. If the makeup matter is a red herring- and I believe it is-the question of Ms. Because it has been so
excessive and self-destructive, and did so much damage initially to her own cause, it has given rise to some
wild theories to explain it. Media and Media Consumers. Almost everyone in the media I know has heard The
Rumor, and yet only one paragraph about it has appeared in print. Think of all the rumors about Hillary and
Bill the right-wing press has rushed into print without corroboration, up to and including murder. If it were a
rumor about Hillary, you know Matt Drudge would have rushed into print with it. I wonder, why his sudden
attack of reticence? Personally, I think reporting on rumors and the agendas behind them can be a legitimate
subject of journalism, or at least of cultural history. The kind of rumors that fly about in times of national
crisis, true or not, are often valuable clues to deeper currents in the national psyche. Someday after someone
else prints The Rumor, I may have more to say on the matter. For the moment, I will merely quote one
paragraph from a New York Times story on Katherine Harris which, a source at The Times told me, was an
oblique and laundered reference to The Rumor-and part of a paragraph from the New York Post. Harris has
been relentlessly maneuvering for every advantage behind the scenes. Have I become too much of a partisan?
Am I seeing only one side of this amazing story? Have I lost my skeptical Mysterian detachment? The Day of
the Big Steal. One of the late-night comics said that George W. Um, excuse me, George W. This is not Athens
under the Greek colonels.
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Chapter 7 : Confessions of a political hitman ( edition) | Open Library
Re "Castro Must Yield to U.S., Bush Says," May Having traveled to Cuba legally and heard from the Miami-based
opposition to Fidel Castro as well as from his supporters, I hope your readers are as bored as I am by the rhetoric from
the Bush brothers (George W. and Jeb) and the Castro brothers.

Background[ edit ] The controversy began on election night, when the national television networks, using
information provided to them by the Voter News Service , an organization formed by the Associated Press to
help determine the outcome of the election through early result tallies and exit polling , first called Florida for
Gore in the hour after polls closed in the peninsula but about ten minutes before they closed in the heavily
Republican counties of the panhandle in the Central time zone. Later in the evening, the networks reversed
their call, moving to "too close to call", then later giving it to Bush; then they retracted that call as well, finally
indicating the state was "too close to call". The small margin produced an automatic recount under Florida
state law, which began the day after the election. The Palm Beach County recount attracted protestors and
media. Due to the narrow margin of the original vote count, Florida Election Code On November 9, the Bush
campaign announced they had hired George H. Following the statewide machine recount, the Gore campaign
requested a manual recount in four counties. Florida state law at the time allowed a candidate to request a
manual recount by protesting the results of at least three precincts. Volusia County started its recount on
November Florida statutes also required that all counties certify and report their returns, including any
recounts, by 5: The manual recounts were time-consuming, and it soon became clear that some counties would
not complete their recounts before the deadline. On November 11, it joined a group of Florida voters in suing
in federal district court for a preemptive injunction to stop all manual recounting of votes in Florida. On
November 14, the original deadline for reporting results, with the Volusia County recount complete, Bush held
a vote lead. The same day, a state judge upheld that deadline but ruled that further recounts could be
considered later. The next day, the Florida Supreme Court allowed manual recounts in Palm Beach and
Broward Counties to continue but left it to a state judge to decide whether Harris must include those votes in
the final tally. Miami-Dade County decided on November 17 to conduct a recount but suspended it on
November The Gore campaign sued to force Miami-Dade County to continue its recount, but the Florida
Supreme Court refused to consider the request. As the manual recounts continued, the battle to certify the
results intensified. On November 17, Judge Terry Lewis of Leon County Circuit Court permitted Harris to
certify the election results without the manual recounts, but on the same day the Florida Supreme Court stayed
that decision until it could consider an appeal by Gore. After that decision, the Bush campaign appealed to the
U. Supreme Court, arguing that the state court effectively rewrote state election statutes after the vote. On
November 28, Judge N. Gore appealed that decision to the Florida Supreme Court. On December 8, the
Florida justices, by a vote, rejected the selective use of manual recounts in just four counties and ordered
immediate manual recounts of all ballots in the state where no vote for president had been machine-recorded,
also known as undervotes. On December 4, the Court ordered the Florida Supreme Court to clarify its ruling
that had extended the certification date. On December 9, the Court suspended the manual recount, in progress
for only several hours, on the grounds that irreparable harm could befall Bush, according to the order written
by Justice Antonin Scalia see U. Supreme Court proceedings below. Meanwhile, on December 6 the
Republican-controlled Florida legislature convened a special session to appoint a slate of electors pledged to
Bush, as the U. On December 12, the same day as the U. On December 13, Gore conceded the election to
Bush in a nationally televised address. During the recount, controversy ensued with the discovery of various
irregularities that had occurred in the voting process in several counties. Among these was the Palm Beach
"butterfly ballot", which resulted in an unusually high number of votes for Reform Party candidate Pat
Buchanan. Conservatives claimed that the same ballot had been successfully used in the election; [14] [15] in
fact, it had never been used in a Palm Beach County election among rival candidates for office. Democrats
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claimed that many of these were not felons and should have been eligible to vote under Florida law. Unlike the
much-discussed Palm Beach County butterfly ballot, the Duval County ballot spread choices for president
over two non-facing pages. Alternately, Republicans charged that Democrats had registered non-citizens to
vote, fought to exclude overseas military ballots, and arbitrarily changed vote-counting criteria after the
election. On the other hand, he said, Democrats talked like referees with a fear of pushing too hard, not
wanting to be seen as sore losers. For all the furor over Palm Beach, it was black precincts where voters had
been turned away, denied a ballot because some had been mislabeled as felons, blocked from voting because
of bureaucratic bungles, or because the huge increase in black turnout had overwhelmed local officials. For
those with memories going back four decades, all this was no accident. It was instead a painful reminder of the
days when the battle for the ballot was, literally, a life-and-death matter. At an NAACP-sponsored hearing in
Miami four days after the election, prospective voters told of police cars blocking the way to the polls, of
voters harassed by election workers. It was anecdotal evidence at best, and local authorities argued
persuasively that the police presence near a polling place was pure coincidence. Such explanations did little to
lessen the sense of anger among black Democrats. All five major U. No call in a state with two different
poll-closing times had ever turned out wrong. EST, as they are in the Central time zone. The network calls
were made about ten minutes before the polls in the Central time zone closed, based on the Voter News
Service calling the state of Florida for Gore at 7: This region of the state traditionally voted mostly
Republican. Democratic State Senator Daryl Jones said that there had to have been an order to set up
roadblocks in heavily Democratic regions of the state on the day of the election. Department of Justice later
investigated reports from the Tallahassee and Tampa areas and concluded that there was no evidence that
roadblocks were related to the election or had occurred in close proximity to voting places. It was never
released. The Herron memo gave postmark and "point of origin" criteria that Herron maintained could be used
to challenge overseas ballots. It was in line with a letter sent out by Harris stating that if a postmark was not
present on an overseas ballot, it had to be thrown out. Meanwhile, Republicans relied on their own page
manual for the same purpose. Lieberman appeared on Meet the Press and said that election officials should
give the "benefit of the doubt" to military voters rather than disqualifying any overseas ballots that lacked
required postmarks or witness signatures. Florida Attorney General Bob Butterworth, a Gore supporter, later
told the counties to reconsider those ballots without a postmark. The instructions on the sample ballots said
"Vote every page". Further, counties and precincts with large black populations disproportionately had
technologies where ballots would predictably go uncounted. In punchcard counties, 1 in 25 ballots had
uncountable presidential votes. In comparison, counties that used paper ballots scanned by computers at voting
places in order to give voters a chance to correct their ballot if it had an error had just 1 in uncountable ballots.
In a May list, over 57, voters were identified as felons, with all counties being ordered to remove all listed
names from their voting rolls. Democrats claimed that many simply had names similar to actual felons, some
listed "felonies" were dated years in the future, and some were random. Some counties refused to use the list,
finding it error-ridden. In other counties, supervisors of elections notified those at risk of being scrubbed,
giving them a chance to prove they were not felons, which a small number chose to do. Though Jeb Bush
recused himself from involvement in the recount, Democrats alleged there was still an appearance of possible
impropriety. Florida Department of State held that Florida could not prevent a man convicted of a felony in
Connecticut , where his civil rights had not been lost, from exercising his civil rights. The Brooks Brothers
riot: A raucous demonstration by several dozen paid activists, mostly Republican House aides from
Washington, flown in at Republican Party expense to oppose the manual recount in Miami-Dade County. The
demonstration, which took place in view of multiple national network television cameras, resulted in the
election board reversing their earlier decision to recount ballots, after determining that it could not be
completed by the court-issued deadline. Several websites sprang up to match Nader supporters in swing states
like Florida with Gore supporters in non-swing states like Texas. For example, the Nader supporters in Florida
would vote for Gore, and the Gore supporters in Texas would vote for Nader. This would have allowed Nader
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to get his fair share of the vote and perhaps to cross the nationwide total vote threshold to allow the Green
Party to participate in the presidential debates in the election, while helping Gore to carry swing states. Six
Republican state secretaries of state, led by Bill Jones of California, threatened the websites with criminal
prosecution and caused some of them to reluctantly shut down. The vote-pairing sites allegedly tallied 1,
Nader supporters in Florida who voted for Gore. These manual counts garnered Bush a net gain of votes. The
ballot displayed the list of presidential running-mate pairs alternately across two adjacent pages, with a
column of punch spaces down the middle. About 19, ballots were spoiled because of overvotes two votes in
the same race , compared to in Asked how many votes he would guess Buchanan legitimately received in
Palm Beach County, he said, "I think 1, would be generous. Do I believe that these people inadvertently cast
their votes for Pat Buchanan? We have to believe that based on the vote totals elsewhere. Palm Beach County
Canvassing Board v. Harris Harris I and Gore v. Katherine Harris was a lawsuit about whether county
canvassing boards had authority to extend manual recounts in order to inspect ballots for which the machine
counter did not register a vote. The court ruled that counties had that authority and to allow time for these
efforts, extended the statutory deadline for the manual recounts. It also stayed the state certification to
November Numerous local court rulings went both ways, some ordering recounts because the vote was so
close and others declaring that a selective manual recount in a few heavily Democratic counties would be
unfair. Eventually, the Gore campaign appealed to the Florida Supreme Court, which ordered the recount to
proceed. On December 4, the U. Supreme Court returned this matter to the Florida Supreme Court with an
order vacating its earlier decision. In its opinion, the Supreme Court cited several areas where the Florida
Supreme Court had violated both the federal and Florida constitutions. The Court further held that it had
"considerable uncertainty" as to the reasons given by the Florida Supreme Court for its decision. The results of
this tally were to be added to the November 26 tally. Supreme Court proceedings[ edit ] Main article:
Supporters for the Gore-Lieberman ticket outside the U. Supreme Court on December 11 About 10 p. By a
5â€”4 vote the justices reversed and remanded the case to the Florida Supreme Court "for further proceedings
not inconsistent with this opinion", prior to the optional "safe harbor" deadline which the Florida court had
said the state intended to meet. Gore should not set precedent but should be "limited to the present
circumstances". As the state has moved toward electronic voting, nothing in this evolution has diminished the
standards first articulated in such [judicial] decisions The Florida Statutes contemplate that where electronic or
electromechanical voting systems are used, no vote is to be declared invalid or void if there is a clear
indication of the intent of the voter as determined by the county canvassing board.
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Chapter 8 : Bush Cousin Calls Presidential Election
Jeb received an autographed copy of Madden NFL 06 for XBOX and two DVD copies of the Bush vs Bush video. Jeb is
a big fan of football and video games. Jeb is a big fan of football and video games. It's just one of probably thousands of
visits made by a serving politician to a company, complete with the usual "human interest" details for the.

Family patriarch, George Herbert Walker Bush, has a lot to answer for, which the oil-soaked monopoly press
never seems to question. The elder Bush, as we have demonstrated, together with three of his sons, George W.
The commissar of the Federal Reserve, Alan Greenspan, we prefer to label him Redspan, through his secret
authorization codes, arranged the clandestine wire transfers for the Bush Family. One of the most active of the
family has been Jeb Bush, at the time of this posting, Governor of Florida. He and his two brothers, and their
cronies, have reportedly committed a series of real estate frauds, bank swindles, and other reputed massive
rip-offs, for which they should have been prosecuted and imprisoned, and which have caused the taxpayers
and innocent parties billions and billions of dollars. A list of their reputed fraudulent enterprises includes but is
not limited to the following: Reportedly participating in these schemes has been Porter J. Goss, more recently
a Congressman R. Also interwoven with these fraudulent enterprises has been Henry Hyde, Congressman
from Chicago suburbs. In violation of the U. Hyde has reportedly assisted the Bush family in laundering illicit
funds through the Paradise Island Bahamas gambling casino. The Majority Staff Director of the Select
Committee, John Millis, was murdered, and typical of an intelligence "hit", was disguised as an alleged
"suicide". Just prior to being murdered, disgruntled for various reasons, Millis arranged to leak to a certain
outspoken independent minded journalist, lists of CIA proprietary firms, used to disguise CIA dirty tricks.
Some of these CIA adjuncts, privatized for "cover", have been owned, in turn, by Caribbean and European tax
havens, where local laws guarantee absolute secrecy, and where financial enterprises and "shell companies"
launder the illicit proceeds from the dope traffic, weapons smuggling, gold covert traffic, and the sale of
nuclear bomb triggers. These stories, under a Rome dateline, early in December, , mentioned for example, that
the Archbishop of Barcelona, Spain, was accused by Italian authorities of being a kingpin in using the Vatican
Bank for these illicit doings, including the sale of osmium nuclear bomb triggers. Reportedly acting as
"laundry lady" and surrogate for these funds, through Credit Lyonnais, has been Katherine Harris, in recent
years Florida Secretary of State. In her position, she controls and supervises the filing, or reportedly on
occasion concealing, corporate data and corporate charters and annual reports, on the basis of corporations
considered domestic to Florida or listed as "foreign"corporations, actually meaning corporations domiciled
elsewhere in the United States. In that capacity, she has reportedly sought to keep secret records, known
however to John Millis, relating to the "shell" companies operated as part of the massive swindling of her
boss, Governor Jeb Bush, his two brothers, and their father. Katherine Harris also reportedly played "laundry
lady" and surrogate for her boss Florida Governor Jeb Bush, and the Bush family, in huge amounts of illicit
funds laundered through another French bank, Banque Paribas. Katherine Harris has played a key role in the
year presidential election mess centered around Florida. Long-time sources in retirement in the intelligence
community, have contended for some time prior to the year presidential election that it would be orchestrated
on a mammoth scale from a prior historical example as a blueprint. A recent book of Gore Vidal, entitled "", is
a reconstructed discussion of the presidential election mess involving Florida and two contenders for the
White House, Samuel J. Tilden and Rutherford B. Because of complications with the Electoral College and an
extremely tight race, a compromise was necessary by which Hayes became a highly-damaged U. President,
called various names of fraud during his term. Some contend the fine hand of the American CIA is evident in
the year election ruckus. Through a reported computer "glitch", upwards of 65, presidential election ballots
"disappeared" in Tennessee, causing presidential candidate Albert Gore, Jr. Clinton for months prior to the
election contended to confidants that he expected to remain in the White House after the Election and such, by
some kind of an emergency? Did Clinton, early in his career being a CIA darling, have inside information or
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was he just hallucinating? One of the major news networks, despite having corroborated much of the
foregoing details, has covered up the role of Florida Secretary of State Katherine Harris in respect to Jeb Bush
and his reputed fraudulent enterprises, and her role in seeking to apparently block counting of questioned
election ballots. There is more to this story. Skolnick has been a court reformer. Skolnick, Chairman, South
Oglesby Ave. Office, 7 days, 8 a. Before sending FAX, call.
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Chapter 9 : Sarah Palin = Katherine Harris, Sarah is finished in the GOP - Democratic Underground
Just weeks earlier, Jeb Bush's Secretary of State, the infamous Katherine Harris, had heaped praise on Hilliard's
start-up commuter airline, Florida Air. Requiem for an honest cop What follows is a re-cap from primary sources who
were there â€”including local official and aviation observersâ€”about what took place on the day after 9/

Ready to fight back? Sign up for Take Action Now and get three actions in your inbox every week. You can
read our Privacy Policy here. Thank you for signing up. For more from The Nation, check out our latest issue.
Support Progressive Journalism The Nation is reader supported: Travel With The Nation Be the first to hear
about Nation Travels destinations, and explore the world with kindred spirits. Sign up for our Wine Club
today. Did you know you can support The Nation by drinking wine? Gadsden County can justifiably claim to
have played a critical role in determining the result of the presidential election. The feat was not accomplished
by counting ballots marked by an unprecedented outpouring of voters but rather by discarding 1, votesâ€”12
percent of all those cast in this majority African-American and overwhelmingly Democratic county. Bush in
Florida and win the presidency. That pile of discarded ballots formed a heartbreaking footnote to the great lost
political story of Florida in News organizations that could not see beyond dimpled chads, and a Gore legal
team that failed to recognize where and how most Democratic votes were lost, generally missed that story.
Grassroots organizing and get-out-the-vote efforts pushed the turnout up from just 49 percent in , the year in
which Jeb Bush was elected, to 70 percent in African-American voter registration jumped 9 percent in the
months prior to the election, compared with a 1 percent increase in white voter registration. On November 7, ,
this coalition-without-a-name brought to the polls enough Democratic voters to secure the state for Gore. But
getting enough voters to the polls did not guarantee victory. And we learned something in If we can just get
the votes counted, there are enough of us to beat the Bushes. Bush the winner, are positioned to win open
Congressional seats. But no figure from features so prominently as Jeb Bush. And the First Brother is running
scared. At the start of the year, polls had Bush leading McBride by thirty-one points. One percent backed
gay-rights activist Bob Kunst, who complains that Democrats have not been aggressive enough in taking on
Bush; 7 percent remain undecided. Both have politicized government institutions, policy-making and judicial
appointments. Both have strained relations with minority communities. Reno had high name recognition and
bases of support, but she also carried high negatives. So enthusiastic was the Bush camp about facing Reno
that Republicans bought television ads attacking her chief primary opponent, McBride. In his successful
campaign, Bush pitched himself as someone who would manage the state by building bipartisan consensus.
Instead, the stubborn, easy-to-anger and highly partisan governor has proven to be a divisive figure who has
been accused of politicizing state government. They remain skeptical about compromise legislation recently
agreed upon by Congress, however; they worry that it allows states to erect new barriers to participation.
Activists see the fight over the One Florida plan, which Bush proposed shortly after taking office, as the
starting point for the organizing that threatens his re-election. Voter registration among union members is up
23 percent so far this year, and could yet see a 30 percent increase. The forms are fed into a computerized
database that will power a massive get-out-the-vote drive. It appears that serious efforts are now being made to
fix the problems that were not resolved on Primary Day, although activists remain wary. They know there will
still be problems. Up in Gadsden County, for instance, the new elections supervisor, Shirley Knight, the first
African-American to hold that post, could not convince the majority-white county commission to increase the
number of polling places. But voters who make it to the polls should have an easier time of it; Knight has used
state grants to purchase new equipment while simplifying the ballot design, developing voter-education
programs and personally delivering absentee ballots to the homes of voters. While Gadsden County discarded
almost 2, spoiled ballots two years ago, only four were discarded September Knight still reflects on how
things might have been different if she had been in charge in Just the oppositeâ€”I think people are more
determined to vote. But if we can get these people out and get their votes counted, and I think we can,
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Gadsden County might just decide it all again. The difference is that this time, we might just get the result we
want. For Reprints and Permissions, click here.
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